
CHAPTER V: ST. LO BREAKTI{ROLrGH

After landing on D-Day, The U.S. First Army, which included the 4th Division, had
advanced toward Cherburg and St. Lo. Progress had been very slow, and after six weeks,
Allied troops had only reached objectives that were planned to be taken about two weeks
after D-Day. One reason for the slow progress was that hedgerows, which surround most
of the fields in Normandy, hindered the advance of our infantry and tanks, and gave the
Germans natural protection. The hedgerows are made of densely packed earth and stone,
and are imbedded with twisted roots and wild grass, Trees and thickets often grew on
top of them. They vary from about 3' to 7' high, and sometimes are in a double row with a
ditch between them. The hed-eerows were built by the Romans for protection of their
fields from half- civilized local tribes. After centuries of use, the hedgerows are heavily
compacted., and made excellent natural camouflage and tank traps for the Germans.

The last week of July, the U.S. First Army, under General Omar Bradley, was almost out
of the hedgerow country, and was planning to make a major breakout at St. Lo. on July
24. Patton's Third Army, with its tanks and motorized divisions, had not yet been
committed and was concealed behind our front lines ready to sweep out of Normandy and
into the plains of Brittany.

In the morning of July 24, Sg1. Grimes came over to our squad to give us "the big
picture". He told us the 4th Division was going to spearhead the "Big Breakthrough" out
of Normandy. However, he said we were lucky because the 4th Div.'s 8th Regt. would
actually spearhead the attack, and we, the 12th Regt. were going to follow-up and "clean
up the pockets". That didn't sound too bad since we would not be the "point" of the
spearhead--and get the most casualties-

We were given the order to roll up our bed rolls and get ready to move out. Then Capt.
Gewinner passed down the good news that 'Ju.p off' had been postponed until the nexl
day. He save us no reason for the change in plans.

The breakthrough at St. Lo had been scheduled for that day, July 24,but because ofbad
weather General Bradley postponed the attack at the last minute. He was afraid that
because of poor visibility, our planes might drop their bombs inaccurately. However,
Bradley's order postponing the attack came too late to reach some of the flights. Those
planes took offand, as Bradley feared, dropped their bombs on our troops. American
troops were not used to air bombardment, and many of them panicked and abandoned
their positions. ln our area, we did not see any of the planes on July 24" and we were not
aware of the aborted bombing.

General Bradley re*scheduled the postponed attack to the next day. Iuly 25, but some of
the regimental commanders were wary of the planned air bombardment because of the
previous day's catastrophe, and pulled their troops back from the front line. As they
feared, on July 25, when the full air attack was started, the planes again dropped bombs on
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our soldiers in several places. Two infantry regiments suffered heavy losses, and one field
artillery regiment was completely smashed. GeneralMcNair, the Inspector of U.S. Land
Forces was blown up in his scouting car. On the front line, we were not aware that bombs
had fallen behind our lines and killed our men, including Gen. McNair, until days later.
Then we were told that bombs had fallen on our own troops because of a foul-up in
"marking" the bombing area by our planes.

Nonetheless, it was a tremendous bombing (named Cobra) by B-17s, and preceded the
infantry breakthrough at St. Lo. About 8:00 A.M. that morning, we saw fighter planes
making smoke markers in the sky over the German lines, followed by 350 fighter bombers
firing on ground targets. Then 1200 B-17 heavy bombers came droning high overhead, in
perfect formation, 74 planes to a wave--wave after wave as far back as we could see. It
was an exciting sight for us in the infantry. The B-17s were very high--about 12,000'
high, and seemed to cover the sky as wave after wave of planes droned by. Black and
white puffs of smoke appeared in the sky as German anti-aircraft shells exploded around
the first waves of bombers. I saw about five bombers shot down, smoke coming out of
them, and airmen bailed out from a few of them. By the time the third wave of bombers
went over, it seenred to me that just one German anti-aircraft gun was firing at them, and
soon I couldn't see any pufiFs of smoke from German flak. Then, 350 more fighter bombers
swooped in--and they were followed by 1200 more heavy bombers.

When the planes had gone, our artillery opened up with an intense shelling of the German
lines that lasted about an hour. The bombing covered an area four miles wide and two
miles deep--it didn't seem possible that anyone could survive such massive bombing and
shelling. Many Germans were killed and their equipment destroyed. When we, the
infantry, 'Jumped off' early in the afternoon, down a dirt road, then over some hedgerows
and open fields, we saw some bomb and shell craters, but few dead Germans or blown-up
enemy vehicles or guns.

It was hot and humid as we trudged along the dusty dirt road beside our tanks and other
motorized vehicles. Heat and fumes from the tanks made us even more sweaty and
uncomfortable. There was no enemy action, and after walking with the tanks for about a
mile. we left the road and tanks, and kept going across fields and hedgerows until we got
to a field where we were told to dig in by a hedgerow. Giampola was my first foxhole
buddy as we were in the same machine gun squad at that time. (In the first couple of
weeks, we alternated between the machine gun section and the mortar section). There
was still no enemy fire, but we were tense not knowing what might happen. About 10
minutes after we had dug and were in our foxhole, a German "88" shell exploded in our
field. The "88s" were particularly feared because the shells traveled at about the speed of
sound, therefore there was no warning of the shell's approach. The muzzle blast and shell
explosion seemed to occur simultaneously. Shells from other artillery made a whining
crescendoing and de- crescendoing sound as the shell approached; mortars made a
characteristic "coughing" sound when fired, followed by silence for some seconds until the
shell hit and exploded. Later, I could recognize those sounds and "hit the ground" for
some protection; but the "88s" gave no waming, and I had the eerie feeling that one was
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pointed directll'at me and might explode at an)'time. Fortunatell,, on that day, that "88"
shell r.vas not followed up with concentrated enemv fire.

The following day was the first day I saw enemv action. I beiieve it was also the first day
of action for the 28th Division. The 1st, 4th, 9th and 30th lnfantry Divisions had "broken
out" of the Cotentin (Normandi,) Peninsula at St. Lo, and we, the 12th Regt. of the 4th
Div, were attacking south toward Les Perres and La Chapelle en Juger, "mopping up
isolated pockets of resistance". 

'We 
had occupied some high ground surrounded by a

hedgerorv, and some distance to our left. on lou'er ground we could see American troops,
r.r,hich someone said was the 28th Div.. advancing against enemy fire. We could see the
American troops trying to move forward and many of them being hit and falling. We
could not see any Germans since they were probably dug in, but we could hear the
unmistakable "bur-r-r-r-p" of their machine guns. It didn't seem real--more like a movie--
or kids playing "soldier"--hard to realize that young boys were being killed and mutilated
as we watched. The 28th must have taken a lot of casualties that day.

No shells or small arms fire were being directed at us as we watched the 28th Div. attack.
Then Giampola thought he saw a Gernran sniper high in a tree behind us. We alljumped
into the shallow foxholes we had dug, and opened up with our M-ls (30 cal. rifle),
carbines (also 30 cal but smaller and lighter), and a B.A.R. (Brownimg Automatic Rifle).
Small arms fire was soon coming back at us. After a while. shouts to stop shooting came
from the other side of the hedgerow some distance in back of us It was our Co. I men,
who had dug in on the other side of the hedgerow and were returning our fire. (By
coincidence, Giampola's older brother, Matteo, was a rifleman with Co. I, so it's possible
that the two brothers, "Jim" and "Matt", were shooting at each other in that little skirmish
During a lull in action in October, Giampola and I went over to Co I to see his brother,
Matteo). The "sniper" Giampola saw w'as a broken tree limb with its dead brown leaves.
I don't know if anyone in Co. I was hit by our small arms fire, but it was not the last time
we were fired on by our own troops--and especialh'shelled by our own artillery.

It was quiet in our field for a while after the exchange of small arms fire, then shells began
bursting all over the field. There was no whine or whistle as the shells came in-- just
explosion after explosion. Later, someone said the shells were Slmm mortars from Co.
M--our battalion's heary weapons company--which were either falling short or responding
to an earlier call from Co. I for mortar fire to our side of the hedgerou,. At the time I
thought they were German shells. but it didn't make any difference--they all killed and
maimed the same.

That was the first concentrated barraqe I had experienced, and althou_eh I was scared, I
wasn't wild with fright as I was later to see many others--including myself I foolishlv
stuck my' head up out of the foxhole to see where the shells were bursting. The explosions
I saw were pretty close--perhaps 25 vards away--and I could see the puffs of white smoke
and black dirt being thrown out as the shells hit and exploded, but they didn't seem very
dangerous or frightening to me at that time. They must have been mortar shells--either
American or German--and oossiblv "lisht" 60mm mortar shells from our Co. I. The
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explosions and the holes they left would have been larger if they were from artillery shells.
In any case, I was lucka none of the fragrnents hit me while I watched the expiosrons.

We moved back from our position in the evening, and our squad stopped by a barn which
had a pile of G.l. equipment near the barn door. I looked over the stuff, looking for a
trench knife, then Penales and I walked on and saw four or five American soldiers iying as
though asleep, except that they seemed to be in awkward positions. They were dead--the
first dead American soldiers I had seen. I had seen dead German soldiers before, and
although I felt sorry for thern, I had no other feelings since they were "different"--
different uniforms, equipment, etc. But seeing dead Americans was very depressing--their
boots, leggings, O.D. trousers and field jackets r.r'ere just like mine--and it emphasized to
me that I could be lying there, and life would go on--for others.

Throughout the war, \ /e saw more dead German soldiers than dead American soldiers.
This was not only because more Germans were killed than Americans, but also because as
we advanced, we left the bodies of our dead soldiers behind on the ground or in foxholes
to be picked up later by the Graves Registration Unit. In January, when we were behind
the lines in Luxemburg, a two-and-a-half-ton truck went by with a load of dead American
soldiers. It was exlremely cold out and snowing; the truck had no canvas cover, and the
dead soldiers, frozen in awkward positions, were piled in the back of the truck like a cord
of wood with snow falling on them. It was very depressing.

The day after our private war with Co. l. we were told we had to "clean out a pocket".
That sounded easy. Our riflemen tried to enter a large field surrounded by a particularly
high hedgerow, but they were met by small arm and machine gun fire, and had to
u,ithdraw. We set up our 60mm mortars behind the hedgerou'and fired about five rounds
on each mortar. It took only a few minutes to set them up and get the rounds in the air.
Before the last shells had hit and expioded, we had "knocked down" the mortars and were
"hauling ass" out of there before the Germans zeroed in on us. And that is just what they
did. Somewhere in that "pocket". the.Germans had an "88" set up which zeroed in where
we had set up our mortars. We got out fast, but a few of the men were hit--one was
Prusnoski. who was hit bi'a rifle bullet and seemed quite happl,to get a minor wound and
be evacuated. I never saw him again. I don't know how the "pocket" was eventually
"cleaned out"; we didn't see or hear an)' more about it, but I know we didn't "clean it out".

That night, Giampola and I dug our foxhole together, but after digging for about an hour
in hard soil, we were too tired to look for something to put over it for a roof. Giampola
got into the foxhole to try to sleep while I pulled first guard. I hadn't been on guard a
half-hour when word was passed down from the next foxhole to get ready to "move out".
Somebody said that Companies I and L were in a town called Villedieu les Poelles, and we
were to go in and support them. That didn't sound too bad, but some of the "combat-
fatiqued" boys soon had my morale pretty low. They said that even though it was dark,
lve could expect sniping from all the windows as we tried to get into the town, and if we
were lucky enough to get in the town alive, a lot of German artillery shells would come in
iater.
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After the St. Lo breakthrough, Patton's 3rd Army swept through the break in the German
lines and raced southward into open country and the Brittany Peninsula. The lst Army,
including the 4th Division, was to attack south toward Villedieu and beyond. to block the
German army while the 3rd Army drove into Brittany.

According to the i2th Regiment History. Field lVarshall Von Rundstead, commander of
the entire German Western front, considered Villedieu to be the key to the whole situation
in r.r,estern France; Hitler and the Cerman High Command ordered it to be held at all costs.

It was night as we approached Villedieu in two columns, one on each side of the road,
about fir,e yards between men. fhe moon was shining brightly so we could see the town
buildings quite clearly. lt was eerie and quiet--except for artillery shells exploding in the
far side of town. Debris and wreckage lay all over. A water pipe in the middle of the
street was blou,n open and water streamed out. Because of the bright moonlight,
Giampola told rne we should stay in the shadows as much as possible and keep our
helmets as far forward as possible so our faces rvould not reflect light. We got somewhere
near the center of the town, and our section went in the first floor of a shelled-out
building. The sides of the building on that floor rvere made of large rocks about 2'thick,
and I should have f'elt quite safe there. But I asked Blessing if an "88" shell could
penetrate a wall that thick. He said it could penetrate three such walls. I didn't really
think it could. but the thought of it made me very uncomfortable.

I had previously noticed that Blessing and Dudas were very nervous. I was beginning to
know from the sound of an incoming shell whether it was going to hit near or not so near
(except for the "88's" which save no warning sound), but Dudas and Blessing wouid hit
the ground on hearing most incoming shells. Dudas was evacuated for battle fatigue a few
days later, but Blessing went through a lot more and was a nervous wreck before he was
wounded and evacuated in the Huertgen Forest.

Before curling up to try to sleep. it becanre obvious that somebodl, had defecated in a
corner. Fortunately, so much of the building had been demolished that it was well aired. I
pulled guard most of the night, but did get some sleep.

At dawn the nert morning, a few French civiiians appeared in the street. About an hour
later, the town looked much livelier and brighter than i could have imagined it the night
before. Some soldiers and a fbw civilians were walking around: a few military vehicles
drove down the street, and a bar was open. Captured German documents later reported
the Germans had been demoralized due to collapse of their communications, and they
didn't know the situation when we took the town. I don't thinli we had an_v casualties.

Some soldiers in our section walked back with necklaces and other trinkets they had
looted from stores which had been shelled. Gampola and I walked down the street and
went into a cosmetic shop whose front wall had been demolished by an exploding shell.
We stuffed our pockets with packages of cosmetics and bottles of perfume which we
intended to send home to our eirl friends. I threw mbe out a couple of hours later, when
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we were on the road outside the town, and were fired on as we r.r,ere about to qo into an
attack.

On the way back to our section with our loot (cosmetics) I saw the front page of the 4th
Div. newspaper "1r,1'Leave", which had a map showing the 3rd A.-y running irrto the
Brittany' Peninsula against little German opposition.

When Giampola and I got back to our section, thev were getting ready to "move out".
Fear would always strike me when I heard the words "attack", 'Ju*p off' or "move out",
or when I'd see the men with all their equipment on getting ready to "move out". I had
carried m)' rifle with me, so I just had to put on my pack, pick up a "bag" of mortar shells,
or a section of the mortar and fall in with my squad--but as alwal's, there n'as a feeling of
fear and gloom again. We walked single file, about 5 yards between men, dou'n a dusty
road out of Villedieu les Poilles. There were quite a few dead, bloated cows beside the
road. In those hot summer da1,s, where there were dead bodies--cows or human--there
was an awful stench, and the ubiquitous flies. Before long, we stopped, and then we all
"hit the ditch" when small arms fire raked our column. It was at that time that I threw out
the cosmetics and perfume bottles I had stuffed in my pockets in Villedieu. After a small
fire fight, the shooting stopped and we continued for about a mile and entered a field
surrounded by a hedgerow about a 5'high. Not many of our men were killed, but that is
r.r,here Sgt. Ramsey was killed by a rifle shot through his throat.

Later. when there was no enemy small-arms fire or shelling close by, Giampola and I
decided to dig a deep and roomv foxhole, to give us some protection and allou'us to
move a little durin-e the night without getting dirt in our faces or down the backs of our
necks. We dug a foxhole about 6' long, 3' wide and ?' deep. Then whiie Giampola
gathered tall grass for bedding, i went looking for some wood or large branches to use for
a rool We would pile dirt on top of the wood. The roof would not stop a direct hit, but
we hoped it would stop or slow down shrapnelthat might hit it. Besides, there was a
feeling of security having sonrethinq over our heads. Sometimes even a canvas shelter-half
over the foxhole made us feel a little better even though a shelter-half was no protection at
all, except from rain. I walked over to a nearby farm house looking for loose lumber, and
I found a cellar door. about 2" thick and big enough to cover our foxhole. After placing it
over the foxhole. we shoveled about 6" of dirt on top of it. It looked pretty good to us.
But we had just about finished it when somebody velled, "Put it on!--we're going to
attack"! We "moved out" and that was the iast we saw of that deluxe foxhole.

We'w,ent down a paved road, a column of men on each side of the road. Ditches ran
along both sides of most roads in Normandy, and when shellinq started, we wouid jump
into the ditches for protection. Sometimes the Germans would mine the ditches. The road
ied down a small decline, and at the bottom of the decline a battalion CP (command post)
had been set up; we were not yet "up on line". and there were no German small arms fire
or shells comins in. I trudged along under the load of m_v pack, rifle, rifle ammo, two
grenades and a bag of mortar shells. As always, I repeated a little prayer with every step.

Just as I got opposite the farm house, mortar shells began falling on and around the road
close to the farm house. I dove into the ditch A concentrated barraee of mortar and
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artillery shells followed. A jeep that had been about to turn offthe road into the farm
house area--got a direct hit and the jeep driver, or one of its occupants, was thrown into
the ditch immediately in front of me. He was lying on his back, his face less than two feet
awal' from my face, looking right at me. I think he was about 18. He was still alive--but
barely. Although it was nearing dusk, I could see his blue eyes had a giassy look and
seemed to be pleading for help. He didnt make a sound, and after a few seconds his eyes
would glaze over as he slipped into unconsciousness; then his eyes would come alive
again. All the time the German barrage continued fiercely. He lost and regained
consciousness several times; each time he "came to", I kne*'he was suffering and in pain,
but there was nothing anyone could do to help him while the shelling was going on. Also,
because of the over-riding fear I felt, I wasn't aware that when I jumped into the ditch I
had grabbed Ed Felix's ankles, and had a tight grip on them. I knew that Felix had been
showing extreme signs of nervousness and fear, and now, in the middle of the shelling, he
tried to get up and run. I was almost in panic myself, and wanted to get out of there, but
that would have been suicide. I continued unconsciously to hold onto Felix's ankles, and
unintentionally kept him fiom running. He wouldn't have gotten very far. The next day
Felix "broke" again.

The barrage stopped after about l5 minutes and--very shaken--we continued down the
road, then left the road to attack some high ground. There were some incoming artillery
shells at that time, and Giampola and I dug a foxhole in a hedgerow for the second time
that night--but this time we were under enemy fire and dug very hurriedly. The foxhole
was only about a foot deep and had no roof.

For most of that night we heard shouts and loud noises coming from the German lines. At
first we thought they were preparing to attack us, but they did not, and we wondered if
they had come across a store of cognac.

The next morning, August 4, we were out of our foxhole as soon as it was light. The
shelline had let up, and except for the yar, it would have been a beautiful sunmer morning
in Normandy. Since it was quiet in our immediate area, Jim and I opened our K-ration
breakfast units (canned scrambled eggs with tiny bits of ham. crackers, Nescafe), and
heated the small can of eggs and hot water for coffee, over a small fire we built by burning
the waxed-paper carton which contained the unit I always thought the breakfast unit was
pretty good--better than the lunch and dinner units.

We hadn't finished eating when someone yelled to get ready to go--we were attacking
again. I had expected that order, but still my heart dropped when I heard it. When you
attack in the front-line infantry, you can be pretty sure someone is going to be killed or
wounded, therefore, your life may be ending in five minutes. an hour, or a few hours-- you
truly do not know from one minute to the next.

We put on our equipment and walked down our hill and across several fields and
hedgerows. We kept about five yards between each man as we crouched along taking
advantage of the hedqerows whenever we could. Soon word was passed back to "Fix
bayonets!". It was bad enough to shoot someone, or think of someone shooting me; but
the thought of bayoneting someone, or being bayoneted made my stomach drop with fear.
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Fortunately, we never had to engage in hand-to- hand combat. One other time, in
September, we were ordered to "Fix Bayonets!", but we never got close enough to the
Germans for hand-to-hand combat. In fact, we seldom ever saw the Germans. Usualiy,
we fired our rifles, machine guns or mortars in the direction of the Germans, and hoped
we hit something to keep them from shooting back at us. It seemed the real purpose of
front-line infantrymen was to "draw fire" from the enemy so that our artillery or 8lmm
mortars could fire back at them. We often said that we were expendable; there were a lot
more infantrymen that could be sent up as replacements; an infantryman cost a lot less
than a tank, artillery piece or airplane.

About the time I was thinking that the soidiers leading our column had passed the area
where the noise had come llom the previous night--and maybe the Germans had gone--
German machine guns and/or "burp" guns (.small, hand-carried fully automatic guns)
opened up on us. We immediately hit the ground, but we had to keep advancing--if only
to get out of the line of fire, so we scrambled along as fast as we could keeping as low to
the ground as possible. I was tempted to leave the bag of mortar ammunition behind since
it was heary and slowing me down, but I couldn't. I just dragged it along as I scrambled
on.

To make matters worse, mortar shells began exploding on the other side of the hedgerow,
and those were soon followed by the "whistling" and explosions of incoming artillery
shells. I buried my nose in the ground and "froze" with every "whistle", and after the
explosion I would scramble a few more yards. We crossed the field that way, until Sgt.
DeMichael told us to dig in by the hedgerow in front of us.

Sgt. DeMichael wanted to direct the machine gun section to a corner of the field where we
would have "grazing fire", and he stood up and motioned to us. I didn't hear the rifle shot,
but I saw DeMichael fall--a bullet shot went clear through his steel helmet. There was a
sniper in a tree behind us; I was told later that the sniper was also shot.

German shelling continued, and, under fire, it wasn't very long before Giampola and I had
dug a foxhole down and into the hedgerow. We lay in the foxhole for about an hour
before the shelling let up a little. All the time the shelling was going on I was shaking
uncontrollably in the foxhole I had been scared before, but I had never shivered like that
before. My arms, legs and even stomach muscles would vibrate for a minute or so, then
stop for a few seconds, and then vibrate again. The seconds of muscle relaxation
increased as time passed.

I heard some screaming and hollering which seemed to come from the foxhole next to
mine. Artillery and mortar shells were exploding continuously--it seemed right on top of
us--and I didn't dare stick rny head up to see who was yelling or why. I thought I heard
someone run by my foxhole, but I wasn't sure, and I don't see hou,anyone could have
survived if they were running out in the open.

At last the shelling subsided in our immel[\iate area although it continued sporadically
around us and on the other side of the hedgerow. Gampola and I peered cautiously
toward the other foxholes along the hedgerow. We were all dug in close together, about
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3'between foxholes, and we had all dug our foxholes down and into the hedgerow so we
had a little cover above as well as in the front and sides.

We saw no one in the foxhole next to ours. Felix and Dudas had been in that foxhole" and
I thought they must be the ones who ran offduring the shelling. I could see Penales
hugging the bottom of his foxhole, and in the one after that, Sgt. Grade was using his first-
aid packet on someone. We stayed low in our foxholes the rest of the daylight hours, but
at dusk, two of us had to go back to wherever Battalion Hdq. was and get some "hot
chow". It was then that Sgt. Grade told me what had happened during the shelling. Ben
Turpin had been killed outright by shrapnel, I saw him in a half-seated position in his
foxhole. He seemed to be resting or sleeping--except for the dull pallor of his face and two
flies crawling on his lips. Bill Buban was severely wounded by shrapnel--Grade had tried
to attend to him with his first-aid kit. Grade said that Felix and Dudas had "broken
mentally" from all the shelling and had run offwildly. I never saw Felix or Dudas again,
although the 12th Regt. History does not list them as having been killed. Buban survived
his rvounds and came back with us on the line during the Battle of the Bulge.

After dusk, Penales and I volunteered to go back to our Battalion CP and kitchen for "hot
chow"--it was about a mile. I was glad to go because there were no incoming shells back
there. We carried the hot chow back in "Jerry cans". but in our situation, we didn't
appreciate the hot chow.

When we awoke the next morning, we were sweating out another attack. Things had
quieted down considerably compared to the previous day--there was only an occasional
artillery burst, or the sound of small arm fire. It was another clear warnr day, there was no
reason we wouldn't attack--but weather wouldn't make any difference anyway. At about 8
A.M., Albert Thompson came over to our foxhole. He said he had just gotten back from
battalion headquarters for ammunition; some 9th Div. boys were there, and they said they
(the 9th Div.) were going to relieve us, and that we were going on our long-awaited rest.
The boys who had been with the 4th Div since D-Day had been hoping fbr such a rest
since June 6. The rumor sounded too good, and most of us did not believe it, but I prayed
very hard that it was true. At 10:00 A.M. we had not attacked, and I was beginning to
feel better. Then I saw American soldiers coming toward us, crouching, single file, along
the side of the hedgerow and behind us, until they came to the corner of the hedgerow,
and then turned toward us. We were elated when we saw the shoulder patch of the 9th
Division--coming to relieve us! They took over our foxholes, and then we filed out just as
swiftly and quietly as they had come in.

We rvere pretty happy as we walked back away from the iiont line, and I was beginning to
think I was pretty lucky. I hadn't seen very much action; I hadn't been killed or wounded,
and now--according to the rumor--the 4th Division was going to get a long rest. We
hoped we would go all the way back to England, and that by the time we were rested and
re-orqanized, the war would be over. There was actually a little joking and laughing as we
plodded along to the rear.

We walked about a mile behind the front lines, loaded on trucks, and rode stop-and-go for
about three hours. During the ride, the optimistic boys kept pointing out landmarks and
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signs that they were sure they remembered and proved we were headed back to Cherburg.
But we must have been traveling parallel with the front lines for most of the time, and may
even have taken wrong roads sometimes, because when the trucks finally stopped and we
unloaded, we could still hear our artillery booming. Still, we would have been very happy
to stay that far from the front lines.

Giampola and I pitched our tent by a hedgerow--without digging a foxhole! It was great
Oto be able to sleep in a pup-tent, on the ground, instead of in a foxhole. We heated water
in our steel helmets, washed (more or less) and shaved. We almost felt human again.
Giampola and I lay awake two or three hours that night, talking about the probability of
our being pulled out of the front line and sent to England.

We woke up early the next morning looking forward to a hot breakfast--perhaps hot-
cakes? But something was w-rong. Thompson again brought us a rumor, but this time it
was bad. The rumor was that German tanks had broken through our lines somewhere, and
we were now alerted to move out in case the gap in our lines could not be closed. My
heart sank on hearing that rumor--we deeply hoped it was not true. Most of the rumors
we heard turned out to be not true.

But Lt. Nlathews confirmed that the rumor was true. He said German tanks had broken
through our lines, but he added that it was nothing to worry about because the German
tanks would probably be thrown back by our own tanks. The day wore on with no further
n33ews, so we were hopeful that the German tanks had indeed been stopped, and we
could continue our long-awaited rest. Some of us were able to take showers; religious
services were held in a nearby open field.

ButasCiampola and I walked back to our section from the religious services, a
de,pressing sight met us. Most of the pup-tents had been pulled down, and the boys were
gathering their rolls and equipment, getting ready to move out. our "long rest and
recuperation" was over after only about 12 hours--and the Battle of Mortain was ahead of
us.
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